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Abstract—Crowded scene surveillance can significantly benefit from combining egocentric-view and its complementary top-view

cameras. A typical setting is an egocentric-view camera, e.g., a wearable camera on the ground capturing rich local details, and a top-

view camera, e.g., a drone-mounted one from high altitude providing a global picture of the scene. To collaboratively analyze such

complementary-view videos, an important task is to associate and track multiple people across views and over time, which is

challenging and differs from classical human tracking, since we need to not only track multiple subjects in each video, but also identify

the same subjects across the two complementary views. This paper formulates it as a constrained mixed integer programming

problem, wherein a major challenge is how to effectively measure subjects similarity over time in each video and across two views.

Although appearance and motion consistencies well apply to over-time association, they are not good at connecting two highly different

complementary views. To this end, we present a spatial distribution based approach to reliable cross-view subject association. We also

build a dataset to benchmark this new challenging task. Extensive experiments verify the effectiveness of our method.

Index Terms—Crowded scene surveillance, top view, horizontal view, complementary view, human association, tracking, wearable cameras,

video surveillance, egocentric perception
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1 INTRODUCTION

VIDEO surveillance is widely applicable to many civil and
military scenarios. Classical video surveillance using

fixed cameras has the limitation of covering only pre-speci-
fied area from fixed view angles. Mobile camera technology
provides a new perspective to address this limitation. In
particular, cameras mounted to drones in the air can pro-
vide birds-eye top views of a group of subjects on the
ground, and wearable cameras, e.g., GoPro, mounted over
the head of a wearer (one of the subjects on the ground), can
provide egocentric horizontal views of the same group of
subjects. In this paper, we leverage such top- and horizon-
tal-view videos taken by respective moving cameras for bet-
ter collaborative video surveillance, as shown in Fig. 1a. A
typical application scenario is for outdoor law enforcement:
a flying drone with a mounted camera, together with sev-
eral officials with helmet cameras, can form such a mobile-
camera network with which we can perform collaborative

tracking, localization, and individual/group activity recog-
nition, for the covered subjects.

Such top- and horizontal-view videos actually provide
highly complementary information that is very important for
surveillance. As shown in Figs. 1b and 1c, with a high alti-
tude and a birds-eye view vertical to the ground, a top-view
camera can provide a global picture of the whole scene and
spatial distribution of the subjects, but could not capture
detailed appearance of individual ones, while horizontal-
view cameras on the ground can better capture local details of
subjects appearance bymoving cameras closer to the subjects
of interest. Furthermore, mutual occlusions are common for
crowded subjects in horizontal-view videos, but very rare in
a top-view video. For simplicity, in this paper, we consider
the mobile-camera network of one top-view camera and one
horizontal-view camera for collaborative complementary-
view analysis, i.e., we jointly analyze a top-view video and a
horizontal-view video, both taken at the same time.

While the above complementary-view mobile-camera
network is applicable to various video-surveillance scenar-
ios, in this paper we focus on the fundamental problem of
video-based human tracking. Different from traditional
human tracking based on frame-by-frame over-time subject
association along a single video, in this work we need not
only over-time subject association along the top- or horizon-
tal-view video, but also cross-view subject association
between the two complementary views, to achieve a reliable
collaborative multiple-human tracking. As shown in
Figs. 1d and 1e, such collaborative tracking can capture
global spatial distribution and trajectories of all the subjects
in the top view as well as their local detailed appearance
and activities in the horizontal view.

To achieve this goal, we need to first build data similarity
models for over-time and cross-view subject associations,
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respectively, and then develop an optimization scheme to
integrate the over-time and cross-view associations for final
collaborative tracking. While data similarity for over-time
association on each video can be modeled by measuring the
consistency of subject appearance and motion features
frame by frame as in traditional multiple human tracking,
cross-view similarity modeling and subject association are
more challenging, since subject appearance and motion fea-
tures are usually highly inconsistent between the top and
horizontal views. As shown in Fig. 1b, the top-view direc-
tion is roughly vertical to the ground from a high altitude.
In the top view, only the head and shoulders of subjects are
visible and such limited appearance is barely useful to dis-
tinguish and associate subjects between the top and hori-
zontal views. Given such a large view difference, it is also
very difficult to use classical key point detection/matching
and multi-view geometry theory to build cross-view spatial
correspondence. In addition, subject motions in these two
views are inconsistent and cannot be related, since both
cameras are moving without calibration. In practice, even
human eyes may not be able to identify the same person
across the top and horizontal views only based on the
appearance and motion. Besides, integrating over-time and
cross-view associations for final collaborative multi-subject
tracking is not trivial either, given inevitable errors in both
over-time and cross-view associations.

In this paper, we propose a new joint optimization for-
mulation to integrate the over-time and cross-view subject
associations for collaborative tracking. Specifically, we split
the video in each view into short clips with equal length,
and extract tracklets in each clip that we refer to as single-
view tracklets. The tracklets from adjacent clips in both top-

and horizontal-views are used to establish the over-time
and cross-view subject association, resulting in the cross-
view short trajectories. We then solve the multi-clip cross-
complementary-view data association as a constrained
mixed integer programming problem. We finally stitch the
short trajectories over time to get the cross-view long trajecto-
ries as the collaborative tracking results.

In this formulation, over-time subject association is mod-
eled by classical appearance and motion consistency based
similarity. For cross-complementary-view association, we
propose a new frame-level similarity measure by comparing
the subjects’ spatial distributions across the top- and hori-
zontal-views. Specifically, in each frame, from the horizon-
tal view, we detect all subjects and estimate their spatial
distribution and rough depths using the positions and sizes,
respectively. In the corresponding top-view frame, we tra-
verse all detected subjects and possible view directions to
localize the horizontal-view camera (wearer), as well as its
view orientation. For each traversed location and orienta-
tion, we estimate the spatial distribution of all visible sub-
jects. We finally define a robust matching cost between the
subjects’ spatial distributions, to decide the horizontal-view
camera location and view orientation, with which we can
reliably associate multiple subjects across the top- and hori-
zontal-views. Extensive experiments verify that our
approach can effectively associate and track multiple sub-
jects across the complementary top- and horizontal-views.

The main contributions of this paper are:

� We propose a new mobile-camera network setting,
combining top- and horizontal-view videos for col-
laborative human tracking, where the top-view is
from a high altitude with an approximate vertical-to-
ground view angle to capture the global picture and
trajectories of the subjects.

� We develop a new effective geometry-based algo-
rithm for cross-complementary-view subject associa-
tion by identifying and matching the subjects’ spatial
distributions, and build a joint optimization scheme
to integrate the over-time and cross-view associa-
tions for reliable collaborative multi-subject tracking.

� We build a new dataset of top- and horizontal-view
video pairs for benchmark evaluation. We have
released the dataset to the public.1

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 elaborates the pro-
posed method. Section 4 reports the experimental results,
followed by a further discussion in Section 5 and a brief con-
clusion in Section 6. This paper is a substantial extension
from a preliminary conference version [1] with a number of
major changes. First, we add spatial distribution based
cross-view human association algorithm in Section 3, which
is a key component for effectively measuring cross-view
subject similarity (Section 3.2). Second, a new appearance
reasoning for cross-view subject association is introduced in
Section 3.3. Finally, we also significantly extend experimen-
tal comparisons and analyses in Section 4, and discuss the
potential applications and limitations of our method in
Section 5.

Fig. 1. An illustration of the proposed complementary-view subject asso-
ciation and collaborative tracking. (a) Mobile-camera network that produ-
ces both top- and horizontal-view videos. Here the top-view video is
taken by a camera mounted to a drone from a high altitude with view
direction roughly vertical to the ground and the horizontal-view videos
are taken by GoPro worn by wearers among the subjects on the ground.
(b) and (c) illustrate a sample cross-view subject association: identical-
color boxes indicate the same subject across the top view (b) and the
horizontal view (c). The location of horizontal-view camera that produces
(c) is indicated by a blue box in (b). (d) and (e) illustrate the trajectories of
two subjects in top and horizontal views, respectively.

1. https://github.com/RuizeHan/CVMHT
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2 RELATED WORK

Single-View Multi-Object Tracking. Multiple object tracking
(MOT) on a single view or a single video has been studied for
a long time. In general, existingMOTmethods can be divided
into offline and online methods. The former treatsMOT as an
optimization problem of global data association [2], [3], [4]
over the video and is limited to offline applications. The latter
only uses the information on the current and previous
frames [5], [6], [7], [8] when tracking objects in the next frame,
thus is suitable for real-time applications. Online MOTmeth-
ods, which, to some extent, can be viewed as associatingmul-
tiple tracklets provided by single object tracking (SOT) [9],
[10], [11], [12], usually have difficulties in handling long-term
occlusions or mis-detections. To achieve reliable association,
many appearance and motion features are used in MOT.
Color histogram is a popular feature representation for
appearance in MOT [3], [13], [14]. Recently, deeply learned
appearance features are also used in tracking [6], [15], [16].
Both linear and nonlinear models have been used for repre-
senting motion features inMOT.While linear motion models
assume constant velocity ofmoving objects across frames [14],
[17], [18], [19], nonlinear motion models may lead to more
accurate predictions [20], [21]. In this paper, we also use
appearance andmotion consistency for over-time association
as in these existing MOT methods. The difference lies in that
we further introduce cross-view association for collaborative
tracking in top- and horizontal-view videos.

Multi-View Multi-Object Tracking. Multi-view MOT com-
bines multiple videos taken from different view angles for
object tracking and similar to the proposed work, it requires
models for both over-time and cross-view associations.
Many new problem formulations and solutions have been
proposed for multi-view MOT in recent years. For example,
Fleuret et al. [22] propose a generative model with dynamic
programming for multi-object tracking. Wu et al. [23] formu-
late the problem as multidimensional assignment, which can
be solved by a greedy randomized search algorithm. Liu
et al. [24] introduce a unified probabilistic framework and
develop a cluster Markov Chain based method for cross-
view human tracking. Prior works also studied multi-view
object tracking [25], [26] by exploring the subject appear-
ance/motion consistency across different horizontal-view
angles, e.g., frontal, back and side views, where no top-view
videos are involved. Multiple-view information other than
appearance and motion, such as geometrical relations [27]
and spatial reconstructions [28] has also been used for associ-
ation andMOT in many existing works. More recently, Tang
et al. [29] jointly use the appearance model, geometry and
pose information for associating tracklets across different
views. Similarly, Liu et al. [30] integratemore semantic attrib-
utes including moving speed, accessories and activities to
complement appearance features for associating subjects
across cameras. However, multi-views used in these meth-
ods are usually horizontal views with different view angles.
This way, most of these multi-view MOT methods can still
use appearance and motion feature matching to infer the
cross-view association. In this paper, we aim to track and
associate subjects across top and horizontal views, in which
neither the appearance/motion features nor other attributes,
e.g., pose and activity information, are very useful.

Combining Top and Horizontal Views. More related to our
work is a series of recent works by Ardeshir and Borji [31],
[32], [33] on building association between top-view and hor-
izontal-view cameras. In [31], [32], by jointly handling a set
of egocentric (first-person) horizontal-view videos and a
top-view video, a graph-matching based algorithm is devel-
oped to locate all the horizontal-view camera wearers in the
top-view video. In [33], the problem is extended to locate
not only the camera wearers, but also other subjects across
the horizontal- and top-view videos. However, this series of
works are based on two assumptions: 1) the top-view cam-
era bears certain slope view angle and lower altitude to
enable the partial visibility of human body and the use of
appearance matching for cross-view association. Such set-
ting may reduce the top-view camera’s field of view and
coverage, as well as introducing mutual occlusions between
subjects, thus affects its applicability in practice; 2) the look-
ing-at direction of the horizontal-view camera is the same
as the moving direction of the camera wearer, such that
optical flow can be used to help identify the camera
wearer’s view direction in the top view. This is not always
true in practice, since a horizontal-view camera wearer may
turn head when she/he walks, leading to inconsistency
between her/his moving direction and view direction. In
this paper, we remove these two assumptions and leverage
the spatial distribution of subjects for cross-view subject
association. We propose a new spatial-distribution-aware
matching function to associate subjects across a top-view
frame and its corresponding horizontal-view frame in Sec-
tion 3.2. We also consider multi-frame information for spa-
tial-temporal subject association and tracking in Section 3.3.

Recently, in the autonomous driving research, the LiDAR
based bird’s eye view (BEV) and RGB camera view are
jointly utilized for 3D object detection and tracking, which
shows certain similarity to the proposed collaborative anal-
ysis of top- and horizontal-view videos. Yang et al. propose
a proposal-free single-stage detector for 3D object detec-
tion [34] and further use high-definition (HD) maps as pri-
ors to enhance the robustness of 3D object detectors [35].
Chen et al. propose a sensory-fusion framework that takes
both LIDAR point clouds and RGB images as input to pre-
dict the 3D bounding boxes [36]. Liang et al. design an end-
to-end architecture to fuse the feature maps of image and
point clouds [37]. Besides, Zhang et al. [38] propose a multi-
modality multi-object tracking (mmMOT) framework, and
Kuang et al. [39] further propose a general multi-modality
cascaded fusion framework for robust 3D multi-object
tracking. These works differ from the proposed work in two
aspects: 1) the bird’s eye view (BEV) is obtained by a top-
view projection of the point clouds obtained by LiDAR. It is
not a real top view as in our problem since it can not capture
horizontally occluded subjects in LiDAR imaging. 2) These
methods usually take multi-modality data, e.g., RGB images
and point clouds, as input and try to construct their effective
representations for 3D object detection/tracking, while our
method only uses the complementary-view RGB images for
collaborative association and tracking.

Different from these prior works, this paper, to the best
of our knowledge, for the first time studies complementary-
view multiple subject association and tracking. We investi-
gate both the over-time and cross-view subject associations
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for collaborative tracking by combining a top-view video,
taken by a camera with vertical-to-the-ground view angle
and high altitude, and a horizontal-view video, taken by
camera worn by one subject on the ground.

3 COMPLEMENTARY-VIEW MULTIPLE HUMAN

ASSOCIATION AND TRACKING

In this section, we formulate the proposed complementary-
view multiple human association and tracking (CVMHAT)
within a joint optimization scheme in Section 3.1, which
integrates cross-view and over-time tracklet-level subject
association, as elaborated in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, respec-
tively. Section 3.2 specifically studies cross-complementary-
view association at frame level, that is a key component of
our method. Section 3.5 finally summarizes the proposed
tracking framework.

3.1 Problem Formulation

Given a pair of temporally-synchronized videos that are
taken from the top view and horizontal view, respectively,
we first synchronously split these two videos into short clips
with a fixed length, e.g., 10 frames. In each video clip, we
extract a set of subject tracklets using a simple strategy
based on spatial overlap and appearance similarity, with
implementation details given in Section 4.1. We refer to the
resulting tracklets as single-view tracklets since they are
extracted from the top-view and horizontal-view videos,
respectively. We then conduct cross-view over-time data
association for these single-view tracklets. More specifically,
as shown in Fig. 2, the single-view tracklets from two adja-
cent clips in two views are fed into corresponding cluster as
nodes. We then establish the subject associations between
clips and across views by solving a joint optimization func-
tion. We refer to the generated tracking trajectories between
two clips and across two views as cross-view short trajectories.
Finally, we stitch the short trajectories considering the frame
overlap over time and obtain the cross-view long trajectories
as the final cross-view tracking result.

The single-view tracklets from two adjacent clips in two
views constitute four clusters 0, 1, 2, and 3, as shown in
Fig. 2. Each (real) node in a cluster represents a single-view
tracklet in respective clip/view. We define e i

mn as the binary
variable for the edge between the node m in cluster i and
the node n in cluster ðiþ 1Þj4, where j is the modulo opera-
tion: eimn ¼ 1 indicates that the corresponding two tracklets
are associated in tracking while eimn ¼ 0 indicates not. For

the four clusters shown in Fig. 2, cluster ðiþ 1Þj4 is adjacent
to cluster i in a clockwise order. This way, edge connection
is only considered between tracklets from the same view or
from the same clip. Besides, the edge connection is intended
to be single-direction and we define c i

mn as the weight of
edge e i

mn. Edge weight reflects the similarity of two tracklets
over time or across views and we will elaborate on its defi-
nitions later.

The association among these four clusters can be formu-
lated as maximizing an energy function

argmax
e;d

X3
i¼0

XNi0

n¼1

XNi

m¼1

c i
mne

i
mn þ c0d

i

!
; (1)

where Ni denotes the number of real nodes (tracklets) in
cluster i, and i0 ¼ ðiþ 1Þj4. Besides real nodes, we also add
a dummy node [18] for each cluster, which can be connected
to multiple nodes (both real and dummy nodes) in other
clusters.2 The variable di counts the number of incoming
and outgoing edges connected to the dummy node in clus-
ter i, which can be any nonnegative integer value.

This is a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem and
we further consider three constraints for i ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3:

Constraint 1 limits that there is at most one edge between
1) nodes in cluster i and a real node in cluster i0, 2) a real
node in cluster i and nodes in cluster i0, where i0 ¼ ðiþ 1Þj4

XNi

m¼1

e i
mn � 1;

XNi0

n¼1

e i
mn � 1: (2)

Constraint 2 ensures that resulting edge connections form
loops among four clusters

e i
mn þ e i0

np þ e i00
pq � 2þ e i000

qm; (3)

where i0 ¼ ðiþ 1Þj4, i00 ¼ ði0 þ 1Þj4, and i000 ¼ ði00 þ 1Þj4.
Constraint 3 ensures that the same number ofK edges are

selected for association between two adjacent clusters

XNi000

q¼1

XNi

m¼1

e i000
qm þ

XNi

m¼1

XNi0

n¼1

e i
mn þ di ¼ 2K: (4)

Considering the above three constraints, we solve the
integer programming to obtain edge sets between different
clusters, which provide the desired subject association and
tracking results.

In the following, we show the subject association reason-
ings between two tracklets from the complementary views
and adjacent clips, respectively. For that, we define the
cross-view and over-time tracklet similarity in Sections 3.3
and 3.4, respectively. Here the cross-view subject similarity
measurement is a new challenging problem in this work,
for which we propose a spatial-aware cross-view subject
association mechanism in Section 3.2.

Fig. 2. An illustration of subject associations between consecutive clips
and across the two views. Solid triangle in each cluster represents its
dummy node.

2. We use dummy nodes to handle the cases of misdetection, occlu-
sion and out of view. For example, a match between a real node in clus-
ter 1 and dummy node in cluster 2 indicates the tracked subject
underlying the real node in cluster 1 is not detected/tracked in
cluster 2.
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3.2 Spatial-Aware Cross-View Subject Association

In this section, we first elaborate on the spatial distribution
based approach for cross-view subject association at frame
level, i.e., the association between two temporally-synchro-
nized frames from the top- and horizontal-view videos,
respectively [40]. Then, we discuss its extension to two
sequences and get the cross-view association results frame
by frame, which is a key component in cross-view tracklet
similarity measurement in Section 3.3.

3.2.1 Definition

Given a top-view image and a horizontal-view image that
are taken by respective cameras at the same time, we detect
all subjects (humans), each in form of a bounding box, on
both images by a human detector [41]. Let T ¼ fTmgMm¼1 be
the collection of M subjects detected on the top-view image,
with Tm being the mth detected subject. Similarly, let H ¼
fHqgQq¼1 be the collection of Q subjects detected on the hori-
zontal-view image, with Hq being the qth detected subject.
The goal of cross-view subject association is to identify all
the matched subjects between T and H that indicate the
same persons.

We address this problem by exploring the spatial distri-
butions of the detected subjects in both views. More specifi-
cally, from each detected subject Tm in the top view, we
infer a vector Vtop

m ¼ ðxtop
m ; ytopm Þ that reflects its relative posi-

tion to the horizontal-view camera (wearer) on the ground.
Then for each detected subjectHq in the horizontal view, we
also infer a vector Vhor

q ¼ ðxhorq ; yhorq Þ to reflect its relative
position to the horizontal-view camera on the ground. We
associate the subjects detected in the two views by seeking
matchings between two vector sets VtopðT ; u; OÞ ¼
fVtop

m gMm¼1 and VhorðHÞ ¼ fVhor
q gQq¼1, where O and u are the

location and view angle of the horizontal-view camera
(wearer) in the top-view image and they are unknown pri-
orly. Finally, we define a matching cost function F to mea-
sure the dissimilarity between the two vector sets and
optimize this function for finding the matching subjects
between the two views, as well as the camera location O,
and camera view angle u. In the following, we elaborate on
each step of the proposed method.

3.2.2 Spatial Distribution Representation

First, we discuss how to derive Vtop and Vhor. Note that, the
matching of the subjects, and the view orientation u and hor-
izontal-view camera location O in the top view are coupled
and difficult to be solved together. In this case, we first
assume that the camera location O and its view orientation
u are given. This way, we can compute its field of view
(FOV) in the top-view image and all the detected subjects’
relative positions to the horizontal-view camera on the
ground. Horizontal-view image is egocentric and we can
compute the detected subjects’ relative positions to the cam-
era based on the subjects’ positions and sizes on the hori-
zontal-view image.

Top-View Representation. As shown in Fig. 3a, in the top-
view image we can easily compute the left and right bound-
aries of the field of view of the horizontal-view camera,
denoted by L

*

, R
*

, respectively, based on the given camera
location O and its view orientation u. For a subject located at

point P in the field of top view, we estimate its relative posi-
tion to the horizontal-view camera by using two geometry
parameters x̂ and ŷ, where x̂ is the (signed) distance to the
horizontal-view camera along the (camera) right direction
V
*

, as shown in Fig. 3a and ŷ is the depth. From the pinhole
camera model, we can calculate them by

x̂ ¼ f � cothOP
*
; V

*
i

ŷ ¼ jOP
*

j � sin hOP
*
; V

*
i;

(
(5)

where h�; �i indicates the angle between two directions and f
is an interior parameters of horizontal-view camera.

We then consider the range of x̂. From Fig. 3a, we have

x̂min ¼ f � cothL*; V
*i ¼ f � cotðpþa

2 Þ
x̂max ¼ f � cothR*; V

*
i ¼ f � cotðp�a

2 Þ;

(
(6)

where a 2 ½0;p� is the given field-of-view angle of the hori-
zontal-view camera as indicated in Fig. 3a. From Eq. (6), we
have x̂max ¼ �x̂min > 0.

To enable the matching to the vector representation from
the horizontal view, we further normalize the value range
of x̂ to ½�1; 1�, i.e.,

xtop ¼ x̂
f �cotðp�a

2 Þ
ytop ¼ ŷ:

(
(7)

With this normalization, we actually do not need the actual
value of f in the proposed method.

Let Otop
k , k 2 K � f1; 2; . . . ;Mg be the subset of detected

subjects in the field of view in the top-view image. We can
find the vector representation for all of them and sort them
in terms of xtop values in an ascending order. We then stack
them together as

Vtop¼ ðxtop;ytopÞ 2 RjKj�2; (8)

where jKj is the size of K, and xtop and ytop are the column-
wise vectors of all the xtop and ytop values of the subjects in
the field of view, respectively.

Horizontal-View Representation. For each subject in the hor-
izontal-view image, we also compute a vector representation
to make it consistent to the top-view vector representation,
i.e., x-value reflects the distance to the horizontal-view cam-
era along the right direction and y-value reflects the depth to
the horizontal-view camera. As shown in Fig. 3b, in the hori-
zontal-view image, let ð~x; ~yÞ and h be the location and height
of a detected subject, respectively. If we take the top-left cor-
ner of the image as the origin of the coordinate, ~x� W

2 , with

Fig. 3. An illustration of the vector representation of subjects in (a) top
view and (b) horizontal view.
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W being the width of the horizontal-view image, is actually
the subject’s distance to the horizontal-view camera along
the right direction. To facilitate the matching to the top-view
vectors, we normalize its value range to ½�1; 1� by

xhor ¼ ~x�W
2

W
2

yhor ¼ 1
h ;

8<
: (9)

where we simply take the inverse of the subject height as an
estimate of its depth to the horizontal-view camera.

For all Q detected subjects in the horizontal-view image,
we can find their vector representations and sort them in
terms of xhor values in an ascending order. We then stack
them together as

Vhor¼ ðxhor;yhorÞ 2 RQ�2; (10)

where xhor and yhor are the column-wise vectors of all the
xhor and yhor values of theQ subjects detected in the horizon-
tal-view image, respectively.

Occlusion Scenario. An occlusion in the horizontal-view
image indicates that two subjects and the horizontal-view
camera are collinear, as shown by P1 and P2 in Fig. 4a. In
this case, the subject with larger depth, i.e., P2, is not visible
in the horizontal view and we simply ignore this occluded
subject in vector representation of Vtop. In practice, we set a
tolerance threshold t and if hOP1

*

;OP2

*

i < t, we ignore the
one with larger depth.

3.2.3 Spatial Distribution Matching

In this section we associate the subjects across two views by
matching the vectors between the two vector sets Vtop and
Vhor. Since the x values of both vector sets have been nor-
malized to the range of ½�1; 1�, they can be directly com-
pared. However, the y values in these two vector sets are of
different scale and not directly comparable: ytop values are
computed in the top-view image while yhor values are com-
puted in the horizontal-view image. It is non-trivial to nor-
malize them into a same scale – yhor is a rough depth
estimation and is very sensitive to subject detection errors
and the height difference of the subjects.

We first find reliable subset matchings between xtop and
xhor and use them to estimate the scale difference between
their corresponding y values. More specifically, we find a
scaling factor m to scale ytop values to make them compara-
ble to the yhor values. For this purpose, we use a RANSAC-
alike strategy [42]: for each element xtop in Vtop, we find the
nearest xhor in Vhor. If jxtop � xhorj is less than a very small
threshold value, we consider xtop and xhor a matched pair
and take the ratio of their corresponding y values and the

average of this ratio over all the matched pairs is taken as
the scaling factor m.

With the scaling factor m, we match Vtop and Vhor via
dynamic programming (DP). Specifically, we define a dis-
similarity matrix D of dimension jKj �Q, where Dij is the
dissimilarity betweenVtop

i andVhor
j , defined as

Dij ¼ �jxtop
i � xhor

j j þ jmytopi � yhorj j; (11)

where � > 0 is a balance factor. Given that xtop and xhor are
both ascending sequences, we use dynamic programming
algorithm to search for a monotonic path in D from D1;1 to
DjKj;Q to build the matching between Vtop and Vhor with
minimum total dissimilarities. If a vector Vtop matches to
multiple vectors in Vhor, we only keep the one with the
smallest dissimilarity given in Eq. (11). After that, we check
if a vector Vhor matches to multiple vectors in Vtop and we
keep the one with the smallest dissimilarity. These two-step
operations will guarantee the resulting matching is one-on-
one and we denote k to be the number of final matched
pairs. Denote the resulting matched vector subsets to be
Vtop

	 ¼ ðxtop
	 ;ytop

	 Þ and Vhor
	 ¼ ðxhor

	 ;yhor
	 Þ, both of dimension

k� 2. We define a matching cost betweenVtop andVhor as

FðVtop;VhorÞ ¼ 1

k
r
L
kð�kxtop

	 � xhor
	 k1 þ kmytop

	 � yhor
	 k1Þ;

(12)

where r > 1 is a pre-specified factor and L ¼ maxðjKj; QÞ.
In this matching cost, the term r

L
k encourages the inclusion

of more vector pairs into the final matching, which is impor-
tant when we use this matching cost to search for optimal
camera location O and view orientation u, which will be dis-
cussed in the following.

3.2.4 Spatial-Aware Association Framework

In practice, both the top-view and horizontal-view cameras
generate videos and we need to perform cross-view subject
association between them over time. By assuming consistent
frame rate and temporal synchronization between them, we
can simply apply the above image-based subject association
algorithm between two videos frame by frame.

Complexity of Association Algorithm. In calculating the
matching cost of Eq. (12), we need to know the horizontal-
view camera location O and its view orientation u to com-
pute the vector Vtop. However, we do not know O and u

priorly. In the first frame, we try all possible values for O
and u and then select the ones that lead to the minimum
matching cost F. The matching with such minimum cost
provides us the cross-view subject association. Assume the
number of subjects detected in the top and horizontal views
are M and Q, respectively. The complexity of the dynamic
programming (DP) based vector matching is OðMQÞ. Based
on the matching cost, we try all possible values for O and u

and then select the ones that lead to the minimum matching
cost. For view orientation u, we sample the range ½0; 2pÞ uni-
formly with an interval of Du. For the horizontal-view cam-
era location O, we try every subject in the top view. This
way, the whole complexity of our algorithm is OðM2QÞ � 2pDu .

Searching Space Reduction Strategy. The above association
method searchesO and u in an exhaustive way. To reduce the

Fig. 4. An illustration of mutual occlusion in the horizontal view (b) and its
corresponding top view (a). (c) Damping function used for reducing
searching space.
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searching space of u, we employ a searching decrement strat-
egy. Specifically, with computed ut�1 on frame t� 1, we limit
the camera view orientation angle on frame t to be in the
range of ½ut�1 � 1

2St; ut�1 þ 1
2St� instead of exhaustive search

over ½0; 2pÞ, where St is the size of the search space. We use a
damping function for the search space, i.e., St ¼ 2p rt�1þu

1þu ,
where we set r ¼ 0:95 and u ¼ 0:1 and the function is illus-
trated in Fig. 4c. We can see that the search range St is large at
the beginning and then keeps decreasing over time. This set-
ting can improve the algorithm robustness against possible
errors in early frames as well as reduce the searching space in
the subsequent frames.We also reduce the searching time for
the horizontal-view camera location O. Actually, for the
online tracking task, we only need to exhaustively search O
in the top view at the initialization stage. Then, we can lever-
age the top-view subject online tracking result ofO to quickly
locate it in the subsequent frames.

Non-Synchronized Problem. Due to latency and instability
in signal transmission, the assumption of perfect synchroni-
zation between two-view videos may not stand in real
world. We can use the proposed spatial-aware association
to handle this issue. As shown in Fig. 5, given the input top-
view and horizontal-view videos with possible temporal
offset, we take a clip L from one video, e.g., the horizontal-
view video in Fig. 5. Then, on the other video, we tempo-
rally slide the window defined by L equally to both ends to
generate a set of N clips L1; L2; . . . ; LN , each of which has
the same length as L. After that, we compute the cost
between clips Li and L, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N , by calculating their
matching cost frame by frame as defined in Eq. (12) and
then averaging over all the frames in each clip. As shown in
Fig. 5, we finally select the clip Lt with the lowest average
matching cost and take its offset as the one between the two
videos. We will show the experimental analysis on the
video pairs with temporal offset in Section 4.2.2.

3.3 Cross-View Tracklet Association for CVMHAT

In this section, we define the edge weight in the problem
formulation namely Eq. (1) in Section 3.1, i.e., the data simi-
larity between tracklets across top and horizontal views. For
that, in Section 3.3.1, we first use the spatial reasoning based
on the spatial-aware subject association approach proposed
in Section 3.2. Besides, although the appearance-based fea-
tures are not very useful for cross-view subject association
as discussed above, they are still supplementary to the spa-
tial reasoning and can improve the cross-view association to
some extent. So, we also consider the appearance reasoning
in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Spatial Reasoning

Given a pair of synchronized clips from the top view and
horizontal view, respectively. We first calculate the subject
association results frame by frame using the approach in
Section 3.2. As discussed above, let T ¼ fTmgMm¼1 be the col-
lection of M subjects detected on a frame in the top view,
and H ¼ fHqgQq¼1 be the collection of Q subjects detected on
the corresponding frame in the horizontal view. The pro-
posed cross-view subject association tries to identify all the
matched subjects between T and H. The association results
obtained in Section 3.2 can be expressed by a function
AðTm;HqÞ ¼ 1 if Tm;Hq represent the same person, while
AðTm;HqÞ ¼ 0 otherwise. Given two single-view tracklets
Tm;Hq (or Tn;Hp) extracted from the clip t (or clip tþ 1) in
two views, respectively, we identify their temporally over-
lapped L frames, on each of which we have subjects T l

m and
Hl

q, l ¼ 1; . . . ; L. The spatial-aware similarity between Tm

andHq can be calculated by

ĉiqm ¼
PL

l¼1 AðT l
m;H

l
qÞ

maxðjTmj; jHqjÞ
; i ¼ 3; (13)

where jTmj and jHqj denotes the length of the tracklet Tm

and Hq, respectively. Here i ¼ 3 indicates the set of edges
connecting the nodes from Cluster 3 to Cluster 0 in Fig. 2
that reflects cross-view association. Accordingly, we can
compute the similarity ĉinp ði ¼ 1Þ for the tracklets Tn and
Hp at clip tþ 1.

3.3.2 Appearance Reasoning

For the appearance reasoning, we used a two-branch Sia-
mese network [43], [44], as shown in Fig. 6, to measure the
appearance similarity between two tracklets, where each
branch follows the network structure that has been success-
fully used for feature extraction in the challenging person
re-identification task [45]. Specifically, given a pair of track-
lets from complementary views, we only take the involved
bounding boxes in their middle frames as the input of the
two branches, respectively, since the appearance variation
of a subject along a 10-frame short clip is usually very small.
Each bounding box is resized to 256� 128 and ResNet-
50 [46] is adopted as backbone, following by a pooling layer
and then two fully connected (FC) layers with the dimen-
sion of 1,024 and 128 respectively. The first FC layer is

Fig. 5. An illustration of the proposed temporal synchronization strategy.

Fig. 6. Siamese neural network structure for measuring the cross-view
appearance similarity.
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followed by the batch normalization, ReLU and dropout
layers. We use the pair-based contrastive loss function [47]
for training this network. By calculating the euclidean dis-
tance of the two branches’ outputs, we can obtain the
appearance similarity ciqm for i ¼ 3 (cinp for i ¼ 1) for the
cross-view tracklets Tm andHq (Tn andHp).

3.4 Over-Time Tracklet Association for CVMHAT

To measure the similarity of single-view tracklets across dif-
ferent clips, we use the classical appearance and motion fea-
tures as the representation.

3.4.1 Appearance Consistency

For the appearance consistency, we first compute the histo-
gram for all the subjects of a single-view tracklet. Then the
median of all the histogram is selected as the appearance
descriptor of the tracklet [18]. Let ’ðTmÞ and ’ðTnÞ be the
color histogram based appearance descriptors of the track-
lets Tm and Tn (Hq and Hp for the horizontal view), respec-
tively. We use Histogram Intersection [48] as their
appearance similarity

ĉimn ¼ Kð’ðTmÞ;’ðTnÞÞ; i ¼ 0; (14)

where Kð�Þ denotes a kernel function [48] taking value in
[0,1]. Similarly, we can get the appearance similarity for the
tracklets Hq and Hp namely ĉipq for i ¼ 2. Here, i ¼ 0; 2 indi-
cate the two sets of edges in Fig. 2 that reflect the over-time
association.

3.4.2 Motion Consistency

We also consider the motion consistency for single-view
over-time association. We use the constant velocity motion
model to predict motion consistency as in most previous
multiple object tracking methods. Given two tracklets Tm

and Tn from two adjacent clips in the top view (or Hq and
Hp for the horizontal view), we calculate the deviation error
between the two tracklets as

d ¼ sðdf þ dbÞ; (15)

where s is a scaling factor, and df and db denote the forward
and backward deviation errors respectively, that can be
computed by the constant velocity motion model as in [14].
To measure the difference between Tm and Tn, we convert
the error into a similarity value by

cimn ¼ e�d; i ¼ 0; (16)

where cimn takes the value in [0,1]. Similarly, we compute the
similarity cipq (i ¼ 2) for the trackletsHq andHp.

3.5 Overall Tracking Framework

Given two cross-view tracklets Tm;Hq, we can use the
above methods to get the spatial similarity score ĉiqm and
appearance similarity score ciqm for (i ¼ 3), respectively, as
discussed in Section 3.3. We use linear combination to get
the final edge weight ciqm as

ciqm ¼ w1ĉ
i
qm þ ð1� w1Þciqm; i ¼ 3; (17)

where w1 is a pre-set parameter. Similarly, we compute the
edge weight cinp for i ¼ 1.

Besides, given two single-view tracklets Tm;Tn from dif-
ferent clips, we calculate the edge weight cimn (i ¼ 0) by

cimn ¼ w2ĉ
i
mn þ ð1� w2Þcimn; i ¼ 0; (18)

where w2 is a pre-set parameter, and ĉimn, c
i
mn are the tracklet

similarity scores calculated by the appearance color histo-
gram features in Eq. (14) and the motion features in Eq. (16),
respectively. Similarly, we compute the edge weight cipq for
i ¼ 2.

The proposed multiple subject tracking method is sum-
marized in Algorithm 1. After getting the short trajectories,
we stitch two over-time adjacent trajectories by considering
the consistency of overlapping frames between them. By
stitching one after another, we obtain the final tracking
results of the whole video.

Algorithm 1. Complementary-View Multiple Human
Association and Tracking (CVMHAT)

Input: VT , VH : Top-view and horizontal-view videos;
Pre-set hyper-parameters.

Output: Tracked subject bounding boxes with ID numbers.
1 Split the cross-view videos into T clips respectively.
2 for t ¼ 1 : T do
3 Detect the subjects then extract the single-view tracklets

Tt
m ,Ht

q,T
tþ1
n ,Htþ1

p in clip t and tþ 1.
4 Calculate the tracklets similarity scores then compute the

edge weight c by Eqs. (17) and (18).
5 Solve for e by Eq. (1) to get cross-view short trajectories.
6 if t ¼ 1 then
7 if eqm ¼ 1 then
8 Assign the same ID numbers to the bounding boxes

in the tracklets Tt
m;H

t
q.

9 else
10 Assign the incremental ID (the maximum of current

ID numbers plus one) to the other ones.
11 else
12 if enp ¼ 1 then
13 Assign the ID number of Ttþ1

n toHtþ1
p .

14 else if emn ¼ 1 ðepq ¼ 1Þ then
15 Assign the ID number of Tt

m ðHt
qÞ to Ttþ1

n ðHtþ1
p Þ,

respectively.
16 else
17 Assign the incremental ID to the other ones.

18 return Bounding boxes with ID numbers

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we first present the dataset collection and
experimental setup. Then, we independently evaluate the
proposed cross-view subject association algorithm descri-
bed in Section 3.2. After that, we report the extensive experi-
mental results of tracking on the complementary top- and
horizontal-view videos.

4.1 Setup

Dataset Collection. We do not find publicly available dataset
with temporally synchronized top- and horizontal-view
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videos with ground-truth labeling for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the proposed cross-view multiple human associa-
tion and tracking. Therefore, we collect a new dataset by
flying a drone with a camera to take top-view videos and
mounting GoPro over the head of persons on the ground to
take the horizontal-view videos. More specifically, we
arrange two to three subjects, but not all the subjects on the
ground, to wear cameras to record the horizontal-view vid-
eos. Videos are taken at five sites with different back-
grounds. The subjects are free to move or stop in the scene
without any specific instructions and there may be random
mutual occlusions between subjects in the horizontal view.
We manually synchronize the top- and horizontal-view vid-
eos such that corresponding frames between the two views
are taken at the same time. We then cut out 15 pairs of
sequences with length from 600 to 1,200 frames, and in total
23,400 frames as our dataset. The number of subjects varies
from 3 to 10 in horizontal-view videos and 6 to 14 in top-
view videos. For both views, the image resolution is 2; 688�
1; 512. We manually annotate the subjects in the forms of
rectangular bounding boxes and ID numbers: the same sub-
ject in each view and across the two views are labeled with
the same ID number. Note that, this manual labeling is very
labor intensive – we need scrutiny to identify subjects in the
top-view videos (see Fig. 1 for an example).

Evaluation Metrics.We first define the metrics for evaluat-
ing the cross-view subject association performance. We use
the cross-view subject association precision score, i.e.,
CVIDP and recall score, i.e., CVIDR for performance evalu-
ation. Then, the cross-view ID F1 measure (CVIDF1) can be
defined as

CVIDF1 ¼
2CVIDP� CVIDR

CVIDPþ CVIDR
: (19)

We further define the cross-view matching accuracy
(CVMA) as

CVMA ¼ 1�
P

t mt þ fpt þ 2mmetP
t gt

� �
; (20)

where mt, fpt, mmet are the numbers of misses, false posi-
tives, and mismatch pairs of cross-view subject matchings
at time t, which follows the definitions in multi-object track-
ing accuracy (MOTA) [49], and gt is the total number of sub-
jects in both the top and horizontal views at time t. The
proposed metrics are different from the IDF1 and MOTA
metrics used in the DukeMTMC benchmark [50] for multi-
view MOT performance evaluation. The metrics in
DukeMTMC reflect the predicted ID consistency of the
same person along the time across multiple cameras. Differ-
ently, the proposed CVIDF1 and CVMA metrics reflect the
level of cross-view human ID matching for all the detected
subjects at a time. We also apply standard MOT metrics for
evaluating the tracking performance [49], including multi-
object tracking precision (MOTP) and multi-object tracking
accuracy (MOTA). One key task of the proposed collabora-
tive MOT is to identify/track the same subject across two
views. Therefore, we also use four ID-based performance
metrics, i.e., ID precision (IDP), ID recall (IDR), and ID F1
measure (IDF1).

Implementation Details. We implement the main program
in Matlab on a desktop computer with an Intel Core i9
3.6 GHz CPU, and the Siamese network for cross-view
appearance similarity measurement is implemented on
GPU. The mixed integer programming problem is solved
by the MIP solver – cplex.

� Model Training Details. We use the general YOLOv3 [41]
detector to detect subjects in the form of bounding boxes in
both top- and horizontal-view videos. For top-view subject
detection,we fine-tune the network using 600 top-viewhuman
images. For training the Siamese based network, given a sub-
ject detected in the top-view frame, we regard it pairedwith its
corresponding subject in horizontal view as a positive sample,
and pairedwith other subjects as negative training samples. In
the experiments, we use the pre-trained person re-identifica-
tionmodel [45] in our Siamese network. Note that all the train-
ing data have no overlapwith our test dataset.

� Tracklet Extraction. We split the videos into short clips
with a fixed length of 10 frames. In each clip, we extract the
subject tracklets using the criteria of bounding box overlap
and color similarity. Specifically, we first calculate the subject
(in the form of bounding boxes) intersection over union
(IOU) between two adjacent frames. Detected subjects with
good IOU between two adjacent frames, are connected.
Besides, to alleviate possible mismatches in crowd scenarios
with occlusions, we further integrate the color histogram
based appearance features tomeasure the similarity between
connected bounding boxes in the horizontal view. Specifi-
cally, we connect a pair of bounding boxes if their IOU and
color-histogram similarity are larger their respective preset
thresholds (0.5 and 0.3 in experiments). In the top view, we
only use the bounding box IOU as the similarity since there
is nomutual occlusion and color features of different subjects
are not very discriminative. Finally, we repeatedly use the
dynamic programming (DP) to achieve a set of optimal
sequences of connected bounding boxes across the clip, i.e.,
thosewith highest total similarities, as tracklets.

� Parameter Selection.We set the tolerance threshold t ¼ 2
 in
Section 3.2.2. In the following, without specific claim, we use
the setting ofDu ¼1
with search range ofSt as described in Sec-
tion 3.2.4. The weighting parameters c0 in Eq. (1), andw1, w2 in
Eqs. (17) and (18) are set to 0.2, 0.3 and 0.6, respectively. The
pre-specified parameters r and � in Eq. (12) are set to 15 and
0.003 respectively, and the parameters s in Eq. (15) is set to 0.05.

Baseline Methods. For the cross-view association problem,
we did not find available methods for subject association
between the top and horizontal views. As discussed above,
the appearance and motion features are not very useful for
the proposed top- and horizontal-view matching. However,
as we all know, appearance and motion are two backbone
modalities for video object matching. Hence, we use the
state-of-the-art multiple object tracker of DMAN [6] that
uses the appearance-motion-based features to build the
over-time subject association. We help DMAN by manually
associating the subjects between the top and horizontal
views on the frames when each subject first appears in the
video. We then track all the subjects in each video by
DMAN, respectively, and finally use the tracking results to
propagate the subject association to later frames.

For the tracking problem, we first choose three multiple
object tracking (MOT) methods, i.e., GMMCP [18], MDP [5],
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and DMAN [6] as the comparison methods. To validate the
effectiveness of the MIP based optimization method, we
replace it with the widely used spectral clustering based
algorithm [19], and compare the tracking performance.
Besides, we also include the prior version of this work
namely CVMHAT [1] for comparison.

� GMMCP uses the color histogram based appearance
feature and the constant-velocity-based motion features for
subject association, which is the same as our over-time asso-
ciation and can be regarded as our baseline method.

� BothMDP andDMAN are online MOTmethods, where
DMAN learns deep appearance features for association. All
the comparison trackers are implemented to track on the
top-view and horizontal-view videos separately, initialized
with the ground-truth subjects and ID labels in the first
frame. Note that, this initialization is an extra favor to these
comparison methods since the proposed method takes the
association result generated by Eq. (1) in the first frame as
the initialization. Other than that, we use the same subject
detector for all the methods, including the proposed method
and the comparison methods.

� Clustering. As shown in Fig. 2, given the nodes from dif-
ferent clips and views, we take the similarity scores from
Eqs. (17) and (18) and use the obtained similarity matrix as
the input of spectral clustering. We can achieve the desired
cross-view cross-clip subject association by clustering the
detections of the same subject from different views and clips
into one group. In spectral clustering, we examine the num-
ber of subjects in each involved clip and then select the larg-
est one as the number of groups.

In practice, similar to cross-view association, we did not
find other directly related methods that can handle the pro-
posed complementary-view multiple human tracking. All
prior seemingly related works for cross-view multiple
human tracking, e.g., [25], only handle multiple horizontal
views or top views with sloped view angles, and use the
human pose/appearance features for subject association.
These features are barely useful given our top-view video is
taken from a vertical-to-ground view direction.

4.2 Cross-View Human Association Results

4.2.1 Results

In this section, to evaluate the proposed cross-view subject
association method in Section 3.2, we apply it on all 15 pairs
of videos in our dataset and compute the average perfor-
mance on each frame. On each pair of corresponding frames
between two views, we can compute the precision and
recall in association by comparing to the ground truth.
From Table 1, we can see that the average precision and
recall scores of our method over all frame pairs are 65.4 and
64.8 percent respectively. DMAN produces a satisfactory
precision score but a poor recall score since MOT perfor-
mance is usually not satisfactory in horizontal view due to
mutual occlusions and ID switches. Besides, we evaluate
our method by tracking the horizontal-view camera O after
manual assignment in the first frame. Specifically, we man-
ually assign the horizontal-view camera location in the top
view at the first frame and use the tracking results to locate
it in the subsequent frames. We can see that the perfor-
mance increases significantly as shown in the last row of

Table 1. However, we couldn’t manually assign the camera
location O in practice. In the following of this subsection,
we evaluate the subject association as an independent algo-
rithm by automatically searching O frame by frame without
manual assignment or tracking.

4.2.2 Detailed Analysis

Vector Representations. We compare the association results
using different vector representation methods as shown in
Table 2. The first row denotes that we represent the subjects
in the two views by using one-dimensional vectors xtop and
xhor respectively. The second row denotes that we represent
the subjects in the two views by one-dimensional vectors
ytop and yhor, respectively, which are simply normalized to
the range [0,1] to make them comparable. The third row
denotes that we combine the one-dimensional vectors for
the first and second rows to represent each view, which dif-
fers from the proposed method (the 4th row of Table 2). By
comparing the results in the third and fourth rows, we can
see that the use of RANSAC strategy for estimating the scal-
ing factor m does improve the final association performance.
The results in the first and second rows show that using
only one dimension of the proposed vector representation
cannot achieve performance as good as the proposed
method that combines both. We can also see that xtop and
xhor provide more accurate information than ytop and yhor

when used for cross-view subject association.
Qualitative Analysis. It is a common situation that many

subjects in two views are not the same persons. In this case,
the shared subjects may only count for a small proportion
in both views. Two examples are shown in the top row of
Fig. 7, where associated subjects bear same number labels.
In the left, we show a case where many subjects in the top
view are not in the field of view of the horizontal-view cam-
era. In the right, we show a case where many subjects in the
horizontal view are too far from the horizontal-view camera
and not covered by the top-view camera. We can see that
the proposed method can handle these two cases very well,

TABLE 1
A Comparison of Cross-View Association

Results From Different Methods

Method CVIDP CVIDR CVIDF1 CVMA

DMAN 63.2 34.5 44.6 43.2
Ours 65.4 64.8 65.1 62.8
Ours w O 72.0 71.1 71.5 67.8

We use the average precision, recall, F1 score and matching accuracy, i.e.,
CVIDP (%), CVIDR (%), CVIDF1 (%), and CVMA (%), over all the frame
pairs, respectively.

TABLE 2
A Comparison of Cross-View Association Results Using

Different Representations (%)

Vector CVIDP CVIDR CVIDF1 CVMA

x : xtop;hor 40.5 39.7 40.1 42.2
�y : �ytop;hor 22.8 15.5 18.5 25.0
xþ �y 53.9 54.0 53.9 53.2
Ours 65.4 64.8 65.1 62.8
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by exploring the spatial distribution of the shared subjects.
Sample results on image pairs with occlusions (in the hori-
zontal view) are shown in the second row of Fig. 7, where
associated subjects bear same number labels. We can see
that occlusions occur more often when 1) the subjects are
crowded, and 2) one subject is very close to the horizontal-
view camera. We can also see that the proposed method can
handle the occlusion scenarios effectively.

Complexity and Speed Analysis. As shown in Table 3, we
compare the exhaustive and the improved searching strate-
gies described in Section 3.2.4 in terms of the size of search-
ing space, running speed and corresponding association
performance. We can see that when the searching space Q is
reduced from ½0; 2pÞ to St, the running speed improves sig-
nificantly at the cost of a little association performance drop.
Further, with the temporal tracking of O in the top view, the
searching space is actually reduced to MQ � StDu . This also
leads to better performance because the temporal tracking of
O in the top view is robust, which facilitates the temporal
consistency ofO. Note that, in our experiments, the orders of
magnitude of St

Du , M and Q are between 100 to 101, which
make the size of searching space always acceptable. From
Table 3, we can see that the running speed of our method,
with online tracking forQ andO, can reach 44.8 fps on CPU.

Robustness Analysis. We evaluate the association perfor-
mance under different temporal offsets between the two
videos. As shown in Table 4, we manually misplace the two
videos with an offset of 5; 10; 15 and 20 frames respectively
and the results show that the proposed cross-view associa-
tion method can tolerate the misplacement up to 5 frames,
with performance degradation less than 4 percent. How-
ever, the association performance decreases significantly

when the offset further increases, e.g., to 10, 15 and 20
frames. We apply the proposed synchronization strategy in
Section 3.2.4 to our dataset to evaluate its effectiveness. In
our experiments, the clip length is set to 10 frames, the step
length of sliding window is set to 1 frame, and the number
of sliding clips N is set to 30. The results are shown in
Table 5, where ‘Initial’ indicates the offset we manually set
for the input video pairs and ‘Result’ indicates the offset
after the use of the proposed synchronization strategy, aver-
aged over the whole dataset. We can see that, even if the ini-
tial offset is as large as 20 frames, the proposed strategy can
still reduce it to less than 5 frames, which can be tolerated
by the proposed method.

4.3 Complementary-View Human Tracking Results

4.3.1 Results

In this section, we evaluate the proposed trackingmethod on
our dataset. We evaluate the MOT results on each video sep-
arately using the standardMOTmetrics.We show the results
of different trackers in Table 6 (left 5 columns). We can see
that although using the same features as GMMCP for over-
time data association, our method outperforms the baseline
method GMMCP by a widemargin in the ID-relatedmetrics.
The proposedmethod achieves the comparable performance
with the state-of-the-art DMAN tracker that combines many

Fig. 7. Illustration of association results. Row 1:Two sample results with large number of unshared subjects between two views. Row 2: Two sample
results on image pairs with occlusions. Vector sets Vtop and Vhor are shown in the top-right corner of every image. The subjects with black ‘0’ label
are visible in the top view but invisible in the horizontal view, and with white ‘0’ are visible in the horizontal view but invisible in the top view.

TABLE 3
Complexity and Speed Analysis of the Cross-View Association

Algorithm Using Different Searching Strategies

Search. Exhaustive Reduce Q Reduce Q + O

Space M2Q � 2pDu M2Q � StDu MQ � StDu
Time (sec) 0.320 0.038 0.022
Speed (fps) 3.1 26.3 44.8

CVIDF1 67.2% 65.1% 71.5%
CVMA 64.1% 62.8% 67.8%

TABLE 4
Cross-View Association Results Under

Different Temporal Offsets (%)

Offset CVIDP CVIDR CVIDF1 CVMA

0 frames 65.4 64.8 65.1 62.8
5 frames 62.8 61.8 62.3 60.4
10 frames 55.9 54.6 55.2 54.4
15 frames 52.3 50.5 51.4 51.4
20 frames 46.8 45.2 46.0 46.9

TABLE 5
Temporal Synchronization Results Under

Different Initial Offsets (Frames)
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complex and advanced features. We believe our leading
margin over DMAN can be further enlarged by adopting
more advanced features, which, however, introduces
more computation load and speed sacrifice. The bottom
two rows in Table 6 show the comparison of our method
using the MIP optimization and spectral-clustering algo-
rithms, respectively. We can see that using MIP leads to
better tracking performance than using spectral cluster-
ing, partly because we consider more constraints, e.g.,
the cyclic consistency constraint in Eq. (3), in the MIP
optimization.

Moreover, we divide the dataset into top-view and hori-
zontal-view videos and evaluate the MOT performance,
respectively. As shown in Table 7, we can first find that the
tracking results in top view shows better performance than
those in horizontal view. This is due to the mutual occlu-
sions which frequently appear in the horizontal view but
are rare in top view. Compared with other methods, the
proposed method achieves better tracking results in hori-
zontal view with the assistance of tracking in top view. As
for top-view tracking, the proposed method outperforms
the baseline method GMMCP by a large margin with the
cross-view joint optimization for subject association. The
result verifies that the top view and horizontal view are
complementary in improving the tracking accuracy.

Besides the standard MOT metrics, we also compare the
cross-view MOT performance using CVIDF1 and CVMA as
shown in Table 6 (right 2 columns). While the selected com-
parison methods can only handle the single-view tracking,
we provide the ground-truth ID of each subject on the first
frame of both views. This way, the tracking on each view
actually propagate the subject IDs to later frames and from
the IDs, we can match the subjects across views over time.
We can see that all the three MOT trackers, i.e., GMMCP,
MDP, DMAN, produce very poor results because the cross-

view subject matching will fail once a target is lost in track-
ing in any one view. Our method produces the acceptable
CVIDF1 and CVMA results of 86.9 and 83.9 percent, respec-
tively. Note that, the cross-view association results, i.e.,
CVIDF1 and CVMA scores, generated by the optimization
of Eq. (1) are better than the frame-level results shown in
Table 1. This demonstrates that the spatial-temporal joint
optimization can further improve the cross-view subject
association. To better evaluate the cross-view MOT, we
show the average CVIDF1 and CVMA scores over time3 in
Fig. 8. We can see that the performance of all the single-
view trackers show a downward trend, while our method
shows relatively steady scores without much performance
decrease over time.

Actually, MOT is expected to maintain the subject ID
after the initialization on the first frame. We evaluate the ID
accuracy over time based on the consistency of current and
initial ID numbers. As shown in Fig. 9, DMAN performs the
best in the top view. However, in the horizontal view, our
approach gets better performance than other trackers as the
frame number increases. This is because our approach can
re-identify the horizontal-view subjects by associating to the
tracked subjects in the top view.

4.3.2 Ablation Studies

Parameters Selection. There are six free parameters in the pro-
posed method: c0 in Eq. (1), w1 in Eq. (17), and w2 in Eq. (18),
s in Eq. (15), � in Eq. (12) and the tolerance threshold t in
Section 3.2.2. We select different values for them and exam-
ine their influence to the final tracking performance. Table 8

TABLE 6
A Comparison of Cross-View Association and Tracking Results (%) of Different Methods

Method IDP IDR IDF1 MOTP MOTA CVIDF1 CVMA

GMMCP [18] 49.4 50.7 50.1 75.2 79.3 17.9 27.2
MDP [5] 65.8 68.4 67.1 75.2 84.9 33.7 38.1
DMAN [6] 72.3 77.2 74.7 75.1 82.4 44.6 43.2
CVMHT [1] 77.6 76.6 77.1 74.9 84.2 84.0 78.3
Clustering 66.1 66.1 66.1 75.0 83.9 85.4 81.3
Ours 80.3 80.5 80.4 75.0 85.3 86.9 83.9

IDP, IDR, IDF1, MOTP, and MOTA are standard MOT metrics. CVIDF1 and CVMA are the proposed new metrics for evaluating
the cross-view association.

TABLE 7
A Comparison of Tracking Results (%) From Different Methods on the Subsets of

Top-View Videos and Horizontal-View Videos, Respectively

Method Top view Horizontal view

IDP IDR IDF1 MOTP MOTA IDP IDR IDF1 MOTP MOTA

GMMCP [18] 50.7 50.7 50.7 69.3 76.5 47.7 50.8 49.2 83.6 83.4
MDP [5] 76.2 77.8 77.0 69.6 86.3 50.8 54.3 52.5 83.6 82.7
DMAN [6] 85.1 87.4 86.2 70.0 85.8 54.8 61.9 58.1 82.7 77.4
CVMHT [1] 79.5 80.9 80.2 69.2 84.0 74.3 70.1 72.2 83.8 84.5
Clustering 66.9 67.6 67.2 69.2 83.3 65.0 63.8 64.4 83.8 84.8
Ours 82.4 83.8 83.1 69.2 84.0 75.7 77.2 76.4 83.8 87.2

3. In this experiment, we only consider the first M frames of each
video, where M is the minimum length of all the videos. This way, we
can compute the average CVIDF1 and CVMA scores of all the videos
frame by frame.
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reports the results by varying one parameter while fixing
the other five. We can see that final tracking performance,
including the standard MOT metrics of IDF1 and MOTA,
and the cross-view MOT metrics of CVIDF1 and CVMA, are
not very sensitive to the six parameters.

Features for Similarity Measurements. We study the influ-
ence of using different similarity measures. As shown in
Table 9, ‘w/o ot-App’ and ‘w/o Motion’ denote the pro-
posed method without the appearance and motion features
in single-view over-time subject association, respectively,
and ‘w/o cv-App’ and ‘w/o Spatial’ denote the proposed
method without the appearance and spatial features in
cross-view association, respectively. The results in the first
and second rows show that using only appearance or
motion features in over-time association cannot achieve per-
formance as good as the proposed method that combines
both features, although using any one of the two types of
features can still produce good results. By comparing the
results in the third and fourth rows with the last row, we
can see that the proposed method using only appearance
features in cross-view association leads to very poor track-
ing results. This verifies that the appearance features are not
very useful for subject association between top and

horizontal views. Fortunately, the proposed spatial distribu-
tion based method is effective for cross-view subject
association.

Tracklet Extraction. We evaluate the performance of the
tracklet generation result using precision, recall and F1
score, which is shown in Table 10. A tracklet is taken as a
true positive if and only if it consistently connects the
bounding boxes of the same person across a clip. We use
the bounding box intersection over union (IOU) and color
similarity to extract the tracklet as described in Section 4.1.
From the first row, we see that IOU can provide a good
guidance for tracklet generation, especially for the top-view
video clip where there is no mutual occlusion. In the hori-
zontal view, the performance is improved when we com-
bine the color similarity with IOU for tracklet generation. In
the top view, however, the performance gets worse when
considering color similarity as well, mainly because the
color features of different subjects are not discriminative in
top view, as shown in Fig. 1. Hence, we use only bounding-
box IOU for the top view and the combination of bounding-
box IOU and color similarity for the horizontal view in
tracklet extraction.

4.3.3 Detailed Analysis

Speed Analysis. As shown in Table 11, we record the running
time taken by each component of the proposed method. In

Fig. 8. Cross-view subject association results of CVIDF1 score (a) and
CVMA score (b) over time.

Fig. 9. ID consistency accuracy in top (a) and horizontal view (b).

TABLE 8
A Comparison of Association and Tracking Results (%) by Varying Values of c0, w1, w2, s, �, and t

c0 IDF1 MOTA CVIDF1 CVMA w1 IDF1 MOTA CVIDF1 CVMA w2 IDF1 MOTA CVIDF1 CVMA

0.1 80.0 84.9 85.5 82.6 0.2 80.2 85.3 86.9 83.9 0.5 79.2 85.3 86.9 84.0
0.2 80.4 85.3 86.9 83.9 0.3 80.4 85.3 86.9 83.9 0.6 80.4 85.3 86.9 83.9
0.3 79.3 85.3 87.0 83.9 0.4 80.3 85.4 86.1 83.4 0.7 80.1 85.3 86.8 83.9

s IDF1 MOTA CVIDF1 CVMA � IDF1 MOTA CVIDF1 CVMA t IDF1 MOTA CVIDF1 CVMA

0.1 79.0 85.3 86.8 83.9 0.0015 80.5 85.2 86.8 83.9 1 79.4 85.4 86.7 84.0
0.05 80.4 85.3 86.9 83.9 0.003 80.4 85.3 86.9 83.9 2 80.4 85.3 86.9 83.9
0.025 80.1 85.3 86.9 83.8 0.006 80.4 85.3 86.3 83.7 3 78.8 84.6 85.2 81.7

TABLE 9
A Comparison of Association and Tracking

Results by Using Different Features

Features IDF1 MOTA CVIDF1 CVMA

w/o ot-App 76.3 85.2 86.5 83.7
w/o Motion 77.0 85.2 86.9 83.9
w/o cv-App 79.2 85.3 86.6 83.7
w/o Spatial 59.4 77.7 20.3 25.5
Ours 80.4 85.3 86.9 83.9

‘ot-App’ and ‘Motion’ denote the appearance and motion features used in over-
time association. ‘cv-App’ and ‘Spatial’ denote the appearance and spatial fea-
tures used in cross-view association (%).

TABLE 10
Tracklet Extraction Results Using Different Features (%)

Method Horizontal view Top view

P R F1 P Recall F1

IOU 97.02 96.15 96.58 99.89 98.85 99.37
IOU + Color 98.46 97.96 98.21 99.89 93.19 96.42
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this table, ‘tracklet’ denotes the single-view tracklet
construction, ‘ot-sim’ and ‘cv-sim’ denote the single-view
over-time and cross-view data similarity computation,
respectively, ‘solution’ denotes the step of solving the opti-
mization problem. We can find that the single-view similar-
ity computation takes 35.7 percent of the total running time,
which is similar to the combined time taken by cross-view
similarity computation and final optimization. So compared
to classical motion and appearance similarity computation
used in single-view tracklet construction, the proposed
cross-view similarity computation and optimization are
quite efficient.

Robustness Analysis.We further study the influence of ini-
tialization noise on the tracking performance when using
the proposed method. Specifically, in the initialization stage,
we replace the cross-view association result generated by
Eq. (1) with a random assignment between the top and hori-
zontal views. As shown in the second row of Table 12, both
the online tracking performance, i.e., IDF1, MOTA, and the
cross-view association performance, i.e., CVIDF1, CVMA,
are quite robust to the initialization noise. The main reason
is that our method jointly performs the cross-view associa-
tion and over-time tracking, with which the mismatches
between the top and horizontal views may be identified and
corrected at later frames. As shown in the last three rows in
Table 12, even if we uniformly select 1, 5 and 10 percent
frames, instead of just the first frame, to apply the above
random assignment noise, the proposed method can still
achieve reasonable tracking performance by correcting
matching errors over time.

Occlusion and Out of View. In horizontal-view videos, it is
common to have subjects with mutual occlusion and being

out-of-view. In this case, existing online trackers, e.g.,
DMAN can not associate the long-term lost subjects when
they reappear. Two examples are shown in Fig. 10. The top
two rows show the case of mutual occlusions. From top
view frame #180, we can find that two subjects (ID 2 and 3)
are occluded by others in the horizontal view, and DMAN
could not identify them correctly when they reappear at
frame #210. Our method can track these occluded subjects
with consistent ID. Similarly, let’s look at subject 4 that goes
out of view at frame #165 in the horizontal view. We see
that this subject is reassigned to a new ID by DMAN. Our
method preserves the original ID of this subject, that is con-
sistent to its ID in the top view.

4.4 Results on KITTI Benchmark

Overview. As discussed in Section 2, the LiDAR-based bird’s
eye view (BEV) and the RGB-camera front view utilized for
3D object detection and tracking in autonomous driving
also provide a kind of top and horizontal views, respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 11. Although the same subject shows
totally different appearance in such two views, in this sec-
tion we conduct experiments to show that the proposed
method can still build cross-view association based on the
spatial distribution of subjects.

Setup on KITTI.We first evaluate the proposed cross-view
association method on the object detection training dataset
of KITTI that contains 7,481 image pairs from both the
LiDAR bird’s eye view (top view) and RGB camera view

TABLE 11
Time Performance (Sec/Frame) of Each Component

Component tracklet ot-sim cv-sim solution

Time 0.106 0.132 0.084 0.048
Proportion 28.6% 35.7% 22.7% 13.0%

TABLE 12
A Comparison of Association and Tracking Results (%) Under

Different Cross-View Association Noise

Init_Noise IDF1 MOTA CVIDF1 CVMA

w/o noise 80.4 85.3 86.9 83.9
1st frame 79.9 85.1 85.1 82.4
1% 79.9 80.3 82.6 73.1
5% 78.0 74.4 76.2 63.7
10% 76.7 72.5 72.7 60.0

Fig. 10. Case analysis of long-term occlusion (top) and out-of-view (bottom) scenarios.
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(horizontal view). We further evaluate our tracking method
on the video-based object tracking dataset of KITTI, which
contains 21 videos and the corresponding ground-truth
annotated bounding boxes and labels.

Implementation Details. We use the benchmark subject
bounding boxes as subject detections. Since the horizontal
camera is not associated with a subject in KITTI data, we
extend the strategy in Section 3.2.4 to automatically search
for the horizontal-view camera location O in the top-view
image, where the searching space consists of M equidis-
tantly sampled candidate camera locations on the left edge
of the top-view image, e.g., points Oi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M in
Fig. 11. We set M as 5 in the experiments for a small search-
ing space. On KITTI, we only use motion consistency for
over-time subject association in the top view and the spatial
reasoning for cross-view subject association.

Results and Discussions. As shown in Table 13, the pro-
posed method, when using x and y vectors jointly, can
achieve better performance than using one of them individ-
ually. For this dataset, the location of O can actually be
derived because the cameras are calibrated. We also adapt
our method by using the accurate O without searching and
the resulting performance is shown in the bottom row of
Table 13. All these results are promising and indicate the
possible applicability of the proposed method on such data-
sets in autonomous driving. Table 14 shows the tracking
performance of the proposed method and two comparison
methods on the horizontal-view videos. The MOTP scores
are high for all three methods because we use the annotated
bounding boxes for association and tracking. In terms of the
comprehensive MOTA metric, we can see that the proposed
method outperforms the comparison method GMMCP,
which uses the same features as in the proposed method in
this experiment. The proposed method also outperforms
the state-of-the-art tracking method DMAN. These results
on KITTI benchmark are consistent to the comparison
results on our dataset shown in Table 6.

5 DISCUSSION

As discussed above, the proposedmethod is designed under
some specific assumptions. In this section, we provide more
discussions about the limitations and feasibility of the pro-
posedmethod tomore general and practical settings.

5.1 General Setting

We assume the ideal top and horizontal views in our prob-
lem setting, i.e., the top view is almost vertical to the ground
and the horizontal view has no pitching and rolling. When
deviation from the ideal setting is not significant, the pro-
posed method can tolerate it – actually the proposed dataset
in the experiments are collected in real environment and the
setting is usually not ideal. In practice, we can also estimate
and compensate the disparity from the ideal setting before
applying the proposed method. Note that, in the ideal set-
ting, the roll of the top-view camera and the yaw of the hori-
zontal-view camera are parallel to the ground and these two
angles are related by searching for the optimal horizontal-
view angle u in the top-view image, as described in Sec-
tion 3.2.4. In the following, we describe the general setting
by considering the pitch and yaw of the top-view camera,
and the pitch and roll of the horizontal camera.

Non-Vertical Top View. In this case, there is a non-zero
angle b between the top-camera view and the exact vertical
view, as shown in Fig. 12a. We can estimate a homography
transform to map the captured top-view image to a real one
under the ideal setting, i.e., exact vertical view. This homog-
raphy transform takes the form of Htop ¼ K1R

topK�1
1 ,

where K1 is the intrinsic matrix of the top-view camera,
Rtop is the rotation matrix between the top-view camera
and the one in the ideal setting [51]. The rotation matrix
Rtop can be calculated from the inclined angles bx and by

derived from angle b [51]. In the proposed method, we treat
each subject in the top-view image as a point. Therefore, we
can directly apply the homography transform to these
points and get the subjects’ locations in the ideal top view,
with which we can estimate the top-view representation as
described in Section 3.2.2 for the proposed cross-view asso-
ciation and tracking. Note that, this only works when the
the ground is leveled, since homography transform only
maps a plane to another. In addition, the disparity angle b

cannot be too large. Otherwise, the top view may not cover
all subjects and mutual occlusion may also appear and pre-
vent the detection of some subjects in the top view.

Non-Parallel Horizontal View. When there is a non-zero
pitch angle g between the horizontal view and the ground,
as shown Fig. 12b, we can also apply homography trans-
form Hhor ¼ K2R

horK�1
2 , where K2 is the horizontal-view-

camera intrinsic matrix and Rhor can be calculated from g,

Fig. 11. LiDAR bird’s eye view (top view) and RGB camera view (hori-
zontal view) in KITTI dataset.

TABLE 13
A Comparison of Cross-View Association Results on KITTI

Detection Dataset Using Different Representations

Method CVIDP CVIDR CVIDF1 CVMA

w only x 53.3 51.9 52.6 51.9
w only y 52.5 45.0 48.5 45.0
Ours (x + y) 73.1 72.8 72.9 72.8
Ours w O 95.5 95.2 95.4 95.2

TABLE 14
A Comparison of Tracking Results From Different Methods on

KITTI Tracking Dataset

Method IDP IDR IDF1 MOTP MOTA

GMMCP 33.0 33.4 33.2 96.8 57.6
DMAN 72.0 49.3 58.5 90.8 62.3
Ours 79.2 60.7 68.7 94.5 67.9
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to map the captured image to its horizontal-view version
with zero pitch angle. In this case a rectangular bounding
box of the subject in the horizontal view may be mapped to
a trapezoid after the homography transform. This is not a
problem for our method since we only need the central
point and height of the subject as described in Section 3.2.2
– we can directly apply Hhor to the central point while
height can be transformed by multiplying a factor of cos g.
Then we use the transformed central points and heights to
compute the horizontal-view representation as discussed in
Section 3.2.2. In practice, the pitch angle g cannot be too
large. Otherwise subjects may be cropped out of the field of
view.

Rotated Horizontal View. When the horizontal-view cam-
era has non-zero roll angle h as shown in Fig. 12c, we only
need to rotate the captured horizontal-view image by the
same angle h. If the subjects are detected in the captured
image in the form of bounding boxes with the center loca-
tion C ¼ ðx; yÞ and the height h, the corresponding center
location and height of the subject in the ideal horizontal
view can be calculated as C0 ¼ ðx cos h� y sin h; x sin hþ
y cos hÞ and h0 ¼ h

cos h , respectively. The transformed central
points and heights can then be used to derive the horizon-
tal-view representation as discussed in Section 3.2.2. The
roll angle can be large since it often does not cause informa-
tion loss for the covered subjects, although in practice the
rolling angle of wearable cameras is usually limited.

5.2 Limitation Analysis

Despite the above discussions of the applicability to more
general settings, our method still has some limitations.

Non-Ideal Camera Settings. As discussed above, when the
disparity from the ideal camera setting is large, i.e., non-ver-
tical top view and/or pitching and rolling of the horizontal-
view camera, we may need to transform the captured
images before applying the proposed method. These trans-
forms require more camera parameters measured by other
sensors equipped in the cameras. In particular, the disparity
angle of the top-view camera and the pitching angle of the
horizontal-view camera cannot be too large. The former
may prevent the detection of the subject in the top view.
The latter may crop subjects out of the view. Both of them
may seriously affect the performance of the proposed asso-
ciation and tracking methods.

Number of Subjects. The cross-view subject association
and tracking performance, to some extent, are related to the
number of subjects in the scene. The association perfor-
mance gets worse when the number of subjects is too high

or too low in the horizontal-view video. When there are too
many subjects, the crowdedness in the horizontal view may
prevent the accurate detection of subjects. When there are
too few subjects, the constructed vector representation is
not sufficiently discriminative to locate the camera location
O and camera-view orientation u.

5.3 Potential Applications

The proposed multiple human association and tracking
builds a new setting for multi-view video/image analysis,
which has many potential applications.

Cross-View Person Identification (CVPI). CVPI [52], [53],
using multiple wearable cameras, is challenging due to fre-
quent subject interactions and occlusions. In this case, a top
view provides a global picture of all subjects and can act as
a bridge to associate subjects in all horizontal views.

Complementary-View Human Activity Analysis. Based on
the human association and tracking results, we can synchro-
nously monitor the subjects of interest from different views,
which has many applications, such as multi-view multi-
human activity recognition [54], important person identifi-
cation in crowded scene [55]. This can significantly enhance
the outdoor video surveillance capability on anomaly detec-
tion and scene understanding.

Sport Video Analysis. In many sports scenarios, e.g., bas-
ketball or soccer games, players move very fast and may be
difficult to track in a horizontal-view video. By adding a
top-view camera from a high altitude, together with the pro-
posed complementary association and tracking algorithms,
we can better track multiple players in the horizontal view
and conduct more advanced sport scene analysis.

Autonomous Driving. The bird’s eye view and RGB cam-
era view are widely used for 3D object detection and track-
ing in autonomous driving, which are similar to the top and
horizontal views studied in this paper. The experimental
results on KITTI (Section 4.4) show the potential use of the
proposed method to these applications. Specifically, our
method can provide more cues, e.g., the geometrical fea-
tures, for 3D object detection, association and tracking.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied a new problem of associating
and tracking multiple subjects in the complementary
top- and horizontal-view videos. We formulate such collab-
orative tracking as a joint optimization problem in the
spatiotemporal domain that can be solved by a constrained
mixed integer programming algorithm. Within each view,

Fig. 12. General settings of our method. (a) Top view with an incline angle. (b) Horizontal view with pitching. (c) Horizontal view with rolling.
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we associate subjects over time using appearance and
motion features. Across the top and horizontal views, where
classical appearance and motion features are not consistent,
we associate the subjects by further considering their spatial
distributions. Specifically, we proposed a new geometry-
based method to represent and match the subjects’ spatial
distributions across the top and horizontal views. For
benchmark evaluation, we built a new complementary-
view video dataset, consisting of temporally synchronized
video pairs from top and horizontal views, as well as manu-
ally labeled ground-truth subjects association/tracking
results. Extensive experimental results on this dataset veri-
fied that the proposed approach can effectively and collabo-
ratively associate and track multiple subjects across spatial
and temporal domains, by capturing both their global spa-
tial distributions and trajectories as well as their local
appearance details. In the future, we are interested in
extending our formulation to multiple top-view and hori-
zontal-view cameras, and exploring more application sce-
narios of the proposed complementary-view human
association and tracking in real world.
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